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Did you catch the the real life big show on 911?

I am sure you watched it on your television brought to you by the propaganda media..

The show was such a huge hit that they kept replaying it and they created many more
sheeple off shoots of the big shock and awe show.

I am about to explain to you how the light poles story was impossible and completely
staged and that the light poles were actually cleaver props to fool you.

By the time you finish reading this you will realize how true this is.

You will then realize that since this is very true that the rest of the Pentagon 911 show was
nothing but propaganda fiction.

So are you ready for the shocker and the proof?

Are you ready to be fed some truth from the seeds of truth?

Here goes.

The obvious truth I am about to expose to you has never been noticed by or written about
by anyone before.

But many people who went on their search for truth about 911 would have seen it, but not
realized what they saw.

I ask you now to go search for pictures of the light poles that were lying down on the hwy
near the pentagon.

These light pole were used by the government to give you the impression that a huge
aircraft flew by and knocked them over.

I am about to prove to you that no such thing ever happened.

What I am about to reveal to you is going to tear down the whole Pentagon story with this
very simple little seed of truth.

I am a photographer http://danieltowsey.photoshop.com and I used to be a mechanic and
welder.

I now ask you study the pictures you found of the light poles on 911 at the Pentagon.
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The light poles you see were made of very light weight aluminium. They use these types
of poles on whys because if a vehicle strikes on it will immediately shear of so that little
damage will occur to the vehicle.

This is a safety feature of these poles. When they shear off the solid thick aluminium base
will stay attached to the concrete base. Held down by the four huge hardened steel bolts.

Under no circumstances will the base come off or will those bolts shear off . That is
impossible as the aluminium poles are to thin and weak.

They were engineered that way.

Oh one more thing I have to add to this already published article.

Another thing that is missing from these light poles is the big heavy duty wires.. Why is
there no pieces of the wires in any of these light poles?

There is no way that these poles could go down without also tearing the wires out..Some
of these poles should have electrical wires sticking out of them..

So are you beginning to visualize and understand what i am explaining to you as you are
looking at the photos?

Do you now realize that since this is true that the official story is completely false.

Just so you know, eye witnesses did see crews dropping the poles onto the hwy .

This article a truth is just another piece of the puzzle..Unfortunately if your journey in
search of truth is completed. The last piece of the puzzle will reveal a truely scary evil
picture in deed..

Which is why we all need to do everything we can to expose the NWO banksters insanity
to the light of truth.. Do your part and start spreading the seeds of truth. Because:
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LitanyLitanyLitanyLitany ofofofof mistakesmistakesmistakesmistakes

IP Address:(75.72.79.177)
I see that I am one of the "writters" you referenced in your article, which I find incredibly amusing
since the link you referenced explains exactly why a plane really DID cause this damage.

Look at my post and see the picture of pole 5. I think you consider this trapezoidal shape on the bottom
of the pole to be the "base" and are thus confused as to how the base came with the pole. It looks to me
like this piece is a part of the pole, and the bolts that were actually holding it down were farther
underneath, probably hidden from sight. You can look at the light pole in the background on the right
side for what that pole should look like when properly mounted. To me, the "base" appears to be in the
ground, and I didn't see any evidence of it coming up with the pole.

But even if this still couldn't be explained, I certainly hope you realize how much more you need to
think through what you are trying to say. You are trying to say that, what, a plane did NOT crash into
the Pentagon? Or it flew in at a different angle?

If it flew in at a different angle, then it still flew in. The explosion still happened, and 100+ people still
witnessed it with their own eyes. You don't need to plant evidence of light poles to prove it...it's not like
the Pentagon is in some top secret location. It's right next to a public fucking highway!

So the only other possible explanation would be that the plane simply didn't crash into the building.
Again, there's that whole pesky issue of hundreds of eyewitnesses. Say it flew over...where are the
hundreds of people who witnessed this? Say it just never was there to begin with...where are the
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hundreds of people saying that it wasn't there?

And I DO hold you to the standard of having to provide at least 100 eyewitnesses. Not some random
yahoo who is saying something different. And guess what, there are at least 100 documented
eyewitness testimonies that the plane DID crash there (see my journal which you hilariously cited for
the evidence), so you need to provide at LEAST that many to prove otherwise.

But since you know something that we NWO folks don't, you should probably bring it up at our next
meeting. We meet at Buffalo WildWings every Tuesday for lunch.
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Your really funny...

a hundred witnesses..that saw a plane... yes they think they saw a plane..they saw the global hawk that
was painted like a plane..

I see you did not watch the videos..

I am still laughing...

Those tall bases did have bolts...long bolts...the shorter bases had short bolts. but you can clearly see in
the pictures that the bolt hole are undamaged..that proves the bolts were unbolted by hand and not a
collision..which would of broke the aluminum bases bolt holes..

I am still laughing..thanks..I do not get a laugh very often in this very serious issue..

I see you neglected to mention anything about all the other links..
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